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STRATEGY FOR DEVELOPMENT OF HIGHER 
EDUCATION SYSTEM IN 2010–2020 
 
Proposal of Polish Academic Community 



1. Introduction  

Two draft strategies 

CRASP, CRPSVS, PRF 
and CRVSP (academic 

proposal) 

E&Y and GIME 
(commissioned by 

the Ministry)  
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State strategy for the development of the higher 
education system in the 2010–2020 decade 



456 HEIs, over 1,9 mil 
students (2020 – 74%) 

structure of the graduates’ 
group and the graduates’ 

qualifications are 
inconsistent with the needs 

of the job markets 

only two Polish universities in 
the 2009 Shanghai Ranking of 
the top 500 HEIs worldwide: 

Warsaw University and 
Jagiellonian University (both 

ranked in places 303–401) 

critically low public outlays 
on scientific research and 

development work 
throughout the last two 

decades 

insufficient involvement in 
the so-called “third mission” 

activities 

low mobility (students and 
teachers) 
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2. Diagnosis  
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3. Our Proposals  

Implementation of the idea of new social mission and new 
servient role of HEIs, providing for an institutional role of 

external stakeholders 

Doctorate holders with outstanding professional 
achievements as associate professors 

Introduction of flagships and research HEIs  
Convergence  of sectors ― the principle of symmetry in 

financing and equal rules governing competitions for 
public funding 

Change of HEIs status from public to non-public and vice-
versa, and the introduction of the status of State Treasury-

owned non-public institution  

Optional and obligatory trustee councils serving as 
supervision bodies in tertiary institutions 

The 4 x 1% rule in financing the tertiary education and 
science systems 

Introduction of part-fee and of universally available access 
to student loans and credits (starting from 2015) 

Creation of the Government Agency ― The National Fund 
for Tertiary Education [NFSW], distributing state funding  

to tertiary institutions through diversified financing 
streams  

Introduction of new rules and mechanisms for funds 
allocation by the Agency: competitions and three- to five-

year contracts (teaching, financial assistance, 
development, transformation) 



the minister’s powers to establish, 
close and transform tertiary 

education institutions 

the mechanism of annual ordering 
and contracting of didactic tasks 

by the minister, as well as the 
dramatically high tuition fees in 
cost-intensive education areas 

outside the ministerial ordering  

the senate as an opinion-providing 
body only, with decision-making 

powers vested in the trustee 
council, appointed by the minister 

with the powers to appoint and 
dismiss rectors 

the de facto elimination of the 
higher doctor’s degree 

(habilitation)  

the replacement of part-time 
studies with an extended-studies  

diplomas with  no national 
emblem 

academic colleges as stand-alone 
HEI’s  

the elimination rather than 
transformation of the instrument 

of scientific scholarships for 
students 

forced mobility of 
teachers/researchers 
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4. The E&Y and GIME 
vision – our dislikes 



5. Final remarks 

Two draft strategies 

CRASP, CRPSVS, PRF 
and CRVSP (academic 

proposal) 

E&Y and GIME 
(commissioned by 

the Ministry)  
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State strategy for the development of the higher 
education system in the 2010–2020 decade 


